Background: Phylogenetic trees based on sequences from a set of taxa can be incongruent due to horizontal gene transfer (HGT). By identifying the HGT events, we can reconcile the gene trees and derive a taxon tree that adequately represents the species' evolutionary history. One HGT can be represented by a rooted Subtree Prune and Regraft (RSPR) operation and the number of RSPRs separating two trees corresponds to the minimum number of HGT events. Identifying the minimum number of RSPRs separating two trees is NP-hard, but the problem can be reduced to fixed parameter tractable. A number of heuristic and two exact approaches to identifying the minimum number of RSPRs have been proposed. This is the first implementation delivering an exact solution as well as the intermediate trees connecting the input trees.
Background
Phylogenetic trees are commonly used in evolutionary biology to represent the evolution of a set of extant species. Trees are an appropriate representation of evolutionary history when dealing with species where genes are strictly vertically inherited. However, there are a rapidly growing number of well-supported cases of horizontal gene transfer [1] , and thus a need for the development of tools for detecting and identifying specific HGT events.
Introduced to evolutionary biology by Hein [2] the graph-theoretical operation "rooted subtree prune and regraft" (RSPR) is recognized as a way to understand and represent reticulate evolution [3] [4] [5] [6] . Loosely described, an RSPR prunes a subtree of a rooted tree and then reattaches it to another part of the tree.
Given any two incongruent rooted phylogenetic trees where the incongruence can be explained by a single reticulation event, one tree can be constructed from the other by a single RSPR. If more than one reticulation event is needed to explain the incongruence, the events can be modeled by a series of RSPRs. Assuming that the two gene trees are correct, the minimum number of RSPRs between them (i.e. their RSPR tree-to-tree distance) gives a lower bound on the number of reticulation events required to reconcile their topologies. For any two gene trees there may be a number of minimal RSPR solutions.
The general problem of calculating the minimum number of RSPRs is NP-hard, but it is also shown that when parameterized by the distance between the two trees, calculating the RSPR distance is fixed-parameter tractable [7] . Reticulation events are relatively rare in biology, indicating that in many biologically relevant cases the number of RSPRs will be small enough to be found within reasonable time. Two 3-approximation algorithms to the minimum RSPR problem are suggested [8, 9] , however both of them are actually 5approximations [10] . A novel 3-approximation algorithm and a fixed parameter tractable exact solution are reported in [11] . Another exact solution and implementation, SPRDist, is reported in [12] .
Our two main goals in this paper are to present a novel algorithm based in part on the findings in [7] together with its implementation in software and to provide a benchmark comparisons of both exhaustive and heuristic software estimating the minimum number of RSPRs between a pair of trees, i.e. the RSPR problem. The software, SPRIT (SPR Identification Tool, see additional file 1) determines the minimum number of RSPRs needed to transform one rooted binary phylogenetic tree into another. In this section, we give the formal definitions needed to describe the algorithm as well as some additional background.
The definitions follow those of [7, 13] . Let T be a rooted binary phylogenetic X-tree. To define the RSPR we append a vertex p at the end of a pendant edge attached to the original root of T. Let u be a vertex on the path from p to v and e = {u, v} an edge of T where e is not incident with p. Let T' be the rooted binary phylogenetic tree obtained from T by deleting e and then adjoining a new edge f between v and the component C u that contains u by:
i. creating a new vertex u' which subdivides an edge in C u , and adjoining f between u' and v, and ii. contracting the degree-two vertex u A single RSPR obtained T' from T. The RSPR distance between two rooted phylogenetic X-trees T 1 and T 2 is defined to be the minimum number of RSPR needed to transform one tree into the other. This distance is denoted d RSPR (T 1 , T 2 ).
Let T be a rooted binary phylogenetic X-tree. The neighbourhood N of T is defined to be all rooted binary phylogenetic X-trees, which can be constructed by performing one RSPR on T.
Let T and T' be rooted binary phylogenetic X-trees. Any pendant subtree t that occurs in both T and T' is replaced by a single leaf l with a new label in both T and T' [7, 14] . We denote this process collapsing subtree t on T and T'. In Figure 1 , trees n 2 and n 5 both have a subtree containing taxa 1 and 2 that can be collapsed with regard to tree T.
Cumulative RSPRs are sets of RSPRs that operate on the same taxa in succession creating entangled RSPRs, i. e. cycles of genetic inheritance. Tree T' 2 in Figure 2 is separated from tree T by two cumulative RSPRs, while tree T' 1 has two non-cumulative RSPRs separating it from T.
Let T and T' be rooted binary phylogenetic X-trees. Pendant subtrees occurring in T and T', including a minimum set of the same taxa, but with non-identical topology, is defined to be a minimal common cluster (MCC) of T and T'.
Closely related to the minimum RSPRs distance is the hybridization number of two trees. The hybridization number is defined to be the minimum RSPR distance when no cumulative RSPRs are included. MCC is a sound method to reduce the computational time when calculating the hybridization number, but it does not always preserve the RSPR distance [7] . However, as being able to subdivide the RSPR problem has the potential to reduce the time spend on identifying a solution significantly, we have added the following conjecture and an option to calculate solutions based on it in SPRIT.
We conjecture that: Let T and T' be rooted binary phylogenetic X-trees. Any MCC of T and T' is considered a solvable common cluster (SCC) only if the parent of the MCC in T and T' has the same set of taxa. Solving a SCC instead of a MCC preserves the RSPR distance.
The SCC allows us to gain the speed-up from the cluster reduction, while still calculating the correct solution.
The proposed algorithm for identifying the minimum RSPR distance consists of three major operations:
i. Collapsing identical subtrees to reduce the problem size ii. Divide and conquer by identifying sub-problems in SCCs iii. Depth first search to solve sub-problemsiv.
Implementation
The algorithm can be broadly divided into two sections, A 1 and A 2 . A 1 performs pre-processing, reducing the problem and identifying sub-problems suitable for solving individually. A 2 calculates the RSPR distance between two rooted binary phylogenetic X-trees T and T'. Pseudo-code describing A 1 and A 2 are given in Figure 3 
and 4 respectively. Below is an informal description of A 1 and A 2 .
A 1 takes two rooted binary phylogenetic X-trees T and T' as input (see Figure 3 ). It proceeds to kernalize the problem by collapsing identical subtrees t from T and T' until only collapsed or non-identical subtrees remain, thus creating the reduced T r and T' r .
Using a divide and conquer approach the solvable common clusters (SCC) with the least number of taxa in T r and T' r are identified. t and t' are submitted to A 2 , which calculates the d RSPR (t, t') and returns the solution to A 1 .
The subtree t' is then collapsed in T and the process of collapsing and identifying SCCs is repeated until T and T' are identical. A 1 returns the sum of the solutions calculated by the calls to A 2 .
A 2 is recursive and takes two incongruent rooted binary phylogenetic X-trees, t and t' as input (see Figure 4) . A 2 performs a greedy but exhaustive, depth first search for d RSPR (t, t'). The greedy search quickly identifies an upper limit to the d RSPR (t, t'). All possible solutions shorter than the upper limit are evaluated, ensuring a minimal solution. The depth first approach reduces memory requirements and the number of cases that need to be evaluated.
In A 2 , the neighborhood N of t is created. Each neighbor n in N is compared to t', if n is identical to t' a solution equal to the current level of recursion has been found and is reported as an upper limit. If no identical match to t' is found in N, A 2 proceeds to evaluate all neighbors in N. Each neighbor in N is compared to t' and any identical subtrees are collapsed. The number of remaining uncollapsed leaves in each neighbor is used to sort N with the lowest number of uncollapsed leaves Figure 1 The figure depicts a set of rooted, binary X-trees. The five trees n 1-5 are all separated from T by a single RSPR and hence a subset of T:s neighborhood N. In n 2 and n 5 , the branch holding taxa 1 and 2 can be collapsed with respect to T.
first, thus creating the sorted neighborhood NS. For one n in NS at a time a recursive call A 2 (n, t') is made. This dept first, greedy, recursive search is continued until a limiting solution is found. Once a limiting solution is found an exhaustive search is performed, which will either validate the existing solution or identify new limiting solution. After completing the exhaustive search, A 2 returns the final limiting solution d RSPR (t, t').
Methods and Data
Two data sets were used in this study. The first set was created by randomly performing RSPR on trees as described in [15] . This set was used to extend the study published in [15] and add, since published, exhaustive and heuristic RSPR identification software. 320 pairs of trees were downloaded from the EEEP website [16] . The trees are included in additional file 2. Figure 2 The two X-trees T' 1 and T' 2 to the right in the figure are both distanced to T by two RSPRs. The shadowed areas mark the sub problems to be solved by the algorithm. T' 1 can be subdivided into two small problems, while T' 2 cannot be subdivided. Calculations on the 320 pair data set where limited identically to the original paper, i.e. 4 GB of RAM and 5 hours of running time.
The second data set was produced by manually curating trees to produce non-cumulative RSPRs. A tree containing 5281 taxa was downloaded from the bird supertree project [17] . The tree was manually curated to create a series of 50 trees ranging from 1 to 50 RSPRs distance from the original tree. The curated trees and the original are available in additional file 3. The RSPRs are non-cumulative, i.e. they are not dependent on each other (see Figure 2 ). The calculations on the bird supertree were limited to 4 GB of RAM and 20 hours of running time.
The following software was included in the benchmark:
EEEP [15] uses evolutionary reasonable constraints on the search space to limit the computations. A strict or permissive ratchet is used to restrict the number of trees investigated further. The trees can also be partitioned into regions of discordance that allows no SPR operations between regions. Rooted, unrooted, bifurcating and multifurcating trees can be processed by EEEP.
HorizStory [18] collapses identical subtrees and performs recursive SPRs until the tree topologies are reconciled. The SPR distance between multifurcating trees can also be calculated using HorizStory.
LatTrans [19] uses a time constraint to ensure that no cycles are introduced when identifying the minimum SPR distance.
PhyloNet's [20] HGT is based on an extended implementation of the RIATA-HGT algorithm [21] Rooted, unrooted, bifurcating and multifurcating trees can be used with PhyloNet.
SPRDist [12] uses integer programming to find the minimum RSPR distance utilizing the connection between the maximum agreement forest (MAF) and the RSPR distance proposed in [8] and later amended by [7] .
TNT [22] represents the trees in a matrix of group membership variables with state 1 for members and 0 for non-members. The matrix is used to guide the Figure 4 Pseudo code A 2 . A 2 is recursive and takes as input two incongruent rooted binary phylogenetic X-trees, t and t'. A 2 performs a greedy but exhaustive, depth first search for d RSPR (t, t'). The greedy search quickly identifies an upper limit to the d RSPR (t, t'). All possible solutions shorter than the upper limit are evaluated, ensuring a minimal solution.
Hill et al. BMC Evolutionary Biology 2010, 10:42 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/10/42 search for a minimal RSPR path from one tree to the other. Bi-and multifurcating trees are allowed.
HybridInterleave [23] is a Java implementation of the algorithm presented in [24] that calculates the exact number of hybridization events needed to reconcile two binary phylogenetic trees. The minimum number of hybridization events is not identical to the minimum number of RSPR but HybridInterleave was included as it is exact.
Of these eight pieces of software, LatTrans, PhyloNet, EEEP and HorizStory have the option to return multiple solutions, i.e. if there are several RSPR paths with the same distance, several of them will be reported.
All trees used in benchmarking are available in Newick format in additional file 2 and 3.
Any calculation failing due to memory or time constraints was not rerun, but considered a failed attempt. Three different kinds of results were considered in this study. Failed, i.e. the software was either unable to complete the analysis within the given time and memory limitations or crashed during execution. Minimal solution, i.e. the smallest solution found by any software included in the study for a specific tree pair. Solution, i. e. the software reported a solution but not necessarily the minimal solution.
TNT [22] was run at the most sensitive settings of one million iterations and 1000 "stratifications". All other software was run with default settings. On the first test set, SPRIT was run both with five hours and 30 seconds time limit.
Results
The benchmark from [15] , comparing EEEP, HorizStory [18] and LatTrans [19] was expanded with data for SPRIT, TNT [22] , PhyloNet [20] , SPRDist [12] and HybridInterleave [23] and the results are presented in Figure 5 .
Small and medium trees
SPRIT delivers solutions to all tree pairs in both 5 h and 30 s setting. For each data set with 100 leaves and six, eight or ten RSPR, SPRIT overestimates the d RSPR with one RSPR in a single tree pair. PhyloNet and TNT solved all trees but both overestimated d RSPR with two or more RSPRs in 17 and 47 tree pairs, respectively. Lat-Trans solved all tree pairs, except two tree pairs with 10 RSPRs, but overestimates d RSPR with at least two RSPRs in seven cases. SPRDist returns minimal solutions, but fails to deliver solutions for one tree pair with eight RSPRs and seven tree pairs with ten RSPRs. HybridInterleave was only able to complete one tree pair with Figure 5 The table contains the results from the benchmark of SPRIT against LatTrans, SPRDist, PhyloNet, TNT, HybridInterleave, HorizStory and EEEP. The data for LatTrans, HorizStory and EEEP is adapted from [15] , while the data for PhyloNet, TNT, HybridInterleave, SPRDist and SPRIT is new. Each piece of software was given a maximum five hours on each test with the exception of a second run with SPRIT, which was limited to thirty seconds per test. Here, the test set is separated into subsets depending on the number of leaves and the number of separating RSPRs with ten test cases in each subset. The first column gives the number of leaves and the second the number of SPRs between the two trees. The columns for each program give the number of solved trees, the number of correctly solved trees and the average error in RSPRs, in that order.
eight RSPRs and none of the tree pairs with ten RSPRs. EEEP was at best able to solve tree pairs with eight RSPRs and HorizStory at best with six. EEEP successfully returned the minimal solution for all tests with three or less RSPRs or four RSPRs and ten leaves. Among the other tests, seven tree pairs were overestimated with one RSPR and one test with two RSPRs. HybridInterleave and HorizStory both failed to deliver solutions for a number of tree pairs but only overestimated the d RSPR with one RSPR for a single tree, respectively, when the successful calculations were considered.
LatTrans, PhyloNet, EEEP and HorizStory all have options to identify multiple possible solutions. Considering the subset of 214 tests were these four programs returned the minimal solution, LatTrans and PhyloNet returned the highest number of solutions in 66 cases, which all were shared with the other programs. HorizStory returned the highest numbers of solutions in 191 cases of which 113 were unique to HorizStory. The corresponding numbers for EEEP were 101 solutions with 23 unique to EEEP. The number of solutions returned by LatTrans, PhyloNet and EEEP are generally in the same magnitude, while HorizStory, especially for tests with more than four RSPRs, returns much higher numbers (see additional file 4).
The test was timed and LatTrans, SPRDist, PhyloNet, TNT and EEEP never came close to the five-hour time limit (see additional file 5). Of these five programs, TNT was closest, with a maximum run time of three hours. In addition, when these programs fail, they do so within five hours. SPRIT was time limited to five hours and was forced to use the full time span on the larger trees with six or more RSPRs, but still returned a solution. On the other hand, SPRIT returned the same solution when the time limit was changed from five hours to 30 seconds (see Figure 5 ). HybridInterleave and HorizStory were the only software's that exceeded the time limit without returning a solution in tests with four, six, eight or ten RSPRs and 30 or more leaves. PhyloNet was the fastest software, with a maximum computing time of 7 seconds.
Large trees
In addition, SPRIT, PhyloNet, TNT, SPRDist, HybridInterleave and LatTrans were timed performing a search for the minimal RSPRs distance on a very large tree, containing 5281 taxa, manually curated with between 1 and 50 RSPRs (see Table 1 ). SPRIT was run in exhaustive mode and the times were ranging from three to 15 seconds as the number of RSPRs was raised from one to 50. HybridInterleave solved all test sets in 5 seconds. TNT was also able to calculate all the test sets, but took three minutes with 150 iterations and 100 "stratifications". LatTrans consumed too much memory and was only successful when the number of RSPRs was seven or below, with times between 14 seconds and 65 minutes. SPRDist failed when d RSPR was above six RSPRs. PhyloNet consumed more than 20 hours per test and was considered unsuccessful.
Discussion
In this paper, we present SPRIT, a novel algorithm and software implementation that solves the rooted binary d RSPR minimization problem. SPRIT can be used to identify the exact d RSPR solution as well as quick approximate solutions. We have compared SPRIT to other software, with heuristic or exact approaches to identifying solutions of the d RSPR , to evaluate their performance and ability to find correct solutions.
We downloaded a set of 320 tree pairs from [16] and compared the performance of SPRIT to the published performance of EEEP, LatTrans and HorizStory [15, 18, 19] . We also included PhyloNet [20] , TNT [22] , SPRDist [12] and HybridInterleave [23] in the benchmark.
The benchmark was included to compare the ability to infer a solution within a specified time and whether the solution found was the minimum solution. SPRIT, PhyloNet and TNT were able to deliver solutions to all tree pairs within the stated limitations. PhyloNet and TNT however have a large margin of error on the delivered solutions compared to SPRIT. LatTrans only fails to solve two tree pairs, but overestimates 11 tree pairs with in total 23 RSPRs. HorizStory, HybridInterleave and SPRDist have none or a single error on the reported solutions, respectively. They are however unable to deliver solutions for 87, 19 and 8 tree pairs respectively. As HorizStory exceeds the five-hour time limit on a number of tree pairs it should be considered that calculating multiple solutions might be more time consuming than returning a single solution. On the other hand, the other three programs calculating multiple solutions do so well within the time limit. Given that HybridInterleave calculates the hybridization number and not the RSPRs distance, we can conclude that these two measures are comparable in most cases.
EEEP, LatTrans, HorizStory and PhyloNet all have options to report multiple solutions if there are more than one minimal RSPR path. As shown in additional file 4, HorizStory returns considerably more solutions for the tests with four or more RSPRs. This is partly because HorizStory permutates the order of RSPRs that effect distinct taxa and returns them as separate solutions. Having a set of equally parsimonious minimal solutions could be beneficial when investigating the course of the reticulation events.
The test sets can be broadly divided into two categories, easy and hard to solve. The easy to solve tree pairs are characterized by lending themselves to a high degree of cluster reduction, i.e. the subtrees where the RSPRs are located are small and the search space therefore limited. The RSPRs in an easy to solve tree pair are generally non-cumulative.
The hard to solve tree pairs have the opposite characteristics i.e. the subtrees where the RSPRs are located are large and the RSPRs are cumulative. This increases the search space and reduces the use of cluster reduction.
Given the rare nature of reticulation events, cumulative RSPRs could be expected to be unusual when dealing with biological data. At the same time, the increasing speeds of computers combined with the continuous growth of available data makes it possible to infer larger phylogenetic trees with higher resolution than before. Here, we represent those circumstances with a large tree containing 5281 taxa manually curated to create a series of 50 trees with 1-50 RSPRs of the simple type (see Figure 2 ). SPRIT's, LatTrans', SPRDist's, PhyloNet's, TNT's and HybridInterleave's ability to kernalize and solve this RSPRs minimization problem were tested. As shown in Table 1 , SPRIT, TNT and HybridInterleave were the only software that could complete the full test set within 20 hours/case using less than 4 GB of RAM. Comparing these results to those of the smaller test set, makes it clear that Lat-Trans, SPRDist and PhyloNet are limited by the size of the trees as well as the number of RSPRs. SPRIT, TNT and HybridInterleave on the other hand are not limited by the size of the trees but by the number and nature of the RSPRs.
The fixed parameter tractable nature of the d RSPR minimization problem [7] and the low frequency of reticulation events indicate that SPRIT can be used to quickly and accurately identify the minimum number of RSPRs in very large phylogenies.
Conclusion
SPRIT's combined ability to always deliver a solution, deal with very large phylogenies, run in heuristic as well as exhaustive mode and a very low rate of overestimation in heuristic mode makes it suitable for identifying RSPRs and involved taxa.
